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Interview: Plastik Funk 'Bringing
PlastikFunkTastik all over the world'
June 9, 2011 at 4:31am

On the 18th of June, Plastik Funk will be performing at
Lakedance in The Netherlands at Aquabest. Reviped.com‐
had a quick chat with Mikio and Rafael about their start,
the upcoming track 'Upside Down' and their Summer
expectations. The duo is doing very well at the moment by
releasing a lot of great (progressive) house productions
and by doing dj-sets all over the world. Please welcome;
Plastik Funk! Don't forget to get your tickets for
Lakedance as soon as possible!
 
I see Rafael was born in Madrid, and Mikio was born in
Tokyo. How did you both end up in Dusseldorf and how
did you guys meet?

Mikio: I was studying economic IT and working as labelmanager of a small indie label in

Dusseldorf. We both were playing at a pretty slow party in Cologne and decided to play back

to back to avoid to die from boredom.

Rafael: I was working for a music magazine, we knew each other but never really met before.

At this boring party we had a lot fun playing music together. so that was the first step to be a

dj team ;-)

 

Your upcoming track ‘Upside Down’ will be released the 17th of June. How did you
guys came up with the idea for the videoclip? Tell us about it.
Mikio: We were touring with our camera crew a few weeks ago in a car, fooling around and

having the camera mounted to the front window. We thought this camera angle was quite

cool and funny, so we made up some plans for our next video.

Rafael: And we also love the movie "Hangover"... this definitely inspired us. Hahaha. And for

a track called "upside Down" the story just fits perfect. After a big hit like "everybody dance

now" we knew we had to come up with something special and funny.

 

 

How would you like to see or hear the following sentence being completed by Plastik
Funk fans? "Plastik Funk! Yeah, that's the duo who...."
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Mikio: emptied the bar in my club!

Rafael: knows to rock!

 

The 18th of June, you’ll be performing at Lakedance in The Netherlands at Aquabest.
As we all know, the Dutch are pretty hard to play for. Do you have a special trick
prepared for us perhaps?
Mikio: we will play a lot of our own special edits, new tracks and remixes and will bring some

hot naked girls to cheer for us!

Rafael: we always enjoy to play in Holland and especially on the summer festivals! So, a lot

of rocking new music will hit the crowds!

 

Tickets
Tickets for Lakedance on the 18th of June with Plastik Funk can be ordered through

www.firstvision.nl/tickets.

 
More
Want to know more about Plastik Funk? Read the whole interview at our official mediapartner

Reviped.com via http://reviped.com/interviews/international-interviews. 

 
Interview / Written by:  Marc Zwart
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